Blue and Gray Defeated in Brilliantly Played Contest.

In one of the flashiest, most interesting games ever staged on the Naval Academy Floor, Annapolis, Maryland, the Georgetown University Varsity basketball team met their first defeat of the season last Saturday. Leading throughout the entire contest, the wearers of Blue and Gray lost out in the last few minutes of play, the game ending 37 to 33 in favor of the midshipmen.

After the contest Admiral Wilson, commandant of the Naval Academy, announced that the Georgetown game was one of the fastest contests that had ever been played at Annapolis.

Throughout the entire contest both teams played brilliantly. Florence and Flavin starred particularly in their long shots, many of them from the middle of the floor. O’Keeffe scored three from the floor, aided by the clever passing of Carney and Zazzali. Zazzali and Carney played a brilliant guarding game and prevented several scores by the sailors in the opening minutes of the contest. Carney dropped one counter from scrimmage.

GEORGETOWN PLANS HUGE TRACK MEET

Many Stars to Compete in Convention Hall on February 21.

With the preliminaries of the track season over, attention is being drawn to the coming big meets of the year.

The Georgetown University meet, before the war one of the best of the indoor meets, and last year renewed with great success, is to be held this year on the night of February 21 in Convention Hall, this city.

Many races, both open and relay, collegiate and scholastic, are already on the program, perhaps the most extensive program ever planned for a Georgetown meet, while several special events are featured by auto-suggestion. Instructive, astounding, and witty are the three best adjectives that cover the description of the worthy lecturer’s talk.

The main substance of Father Doyle’s discussion is contained in the following words: “The mind undoubtedly influences the body and this is so because the body and this is so because the powers of the body are radicated in the soul. The body is incomplete by itself and so is the soul. Both united, form the perfect man, a spiritualized substance. Couse is right then in theory and practice but absurd in his explanation of theory. In reality, it is more a question of terminology with him. Despite what he says he does hold that the combined forces of the soul and body help to a healthy state of mind, thus influencing the organisms.”

Reasons of the Frenchman’s cures were cited and the lecturer read a quotation from the American Medical Association’s Journal ridiculing him. Doctor Draper, however, the priest parenthetically informed, suggests more open-mindedness in regard to Couse. Many examples of the mind’s influence on the body through the imagination were demonstrated.

FR. DOYLE TALKS ON AUTO SUGGESTION

Couse and His Methods Discussed by Georgetown Professor.

Auto-suggestion, topic of the day, and Professor Connolly, the heralded celebrity from France, were the main features of discussion upon which the Reverend Father Doyle turned his arsenal of lecturing guns last Monday afternoon in the largest audience attending any of the lectures this present series. Father Doyle expounded the system of healing as taught by Couse and dwelt with considerable length on the cures from quack medicine, etc., as if

CONNOLLY BREAKS WORLD RECORD IN 3/4 MILE.

Jimmy Connolly, Georgetown track captain and star mile performer, broke the world’s indoor record for the 3/4 of a mile Wednesday night at the Millrose games in Madison Square Garden, New York, when he covered the distance in 2 minutes, 42 1/2 seconds. The time was fully three seconds faster than the old mark set by Devaney last year. Ray Watson, many times conqueror of Joie Ray, was second, and Mike Devaney, former record holder, third.

Georgetown’s one-mile relay team, composed of Kinkel, Brewster, O’Byrne and Herlihy, defeated Boston College and Holy Cross in the one-mile relay by 10 yards. Time, 3 minutes, 31 seconds.

Connolly will run against Joie Ray, Ray Watson and other leading milers Saturday night at the B. A. A. games in Boston. The Hunter Mile, and several other Georgetown entries are also to compete.

FRAT COUNCIL TO BOOST ATHLETICS

Awards Planned—United Fraternities for Leadership.

In May of 1922 the foundation was laid for what is now the Interfraternity Council of Georgetown University. Due to the fact that it was organized so late in the scholastic year, its activities during that year were confined to the laying of a substantial basis for the organization of what in the future will be one of the biggest assets of the University. So firmly was this foundation laid that the several fraternities at the beginning of the current year evinced great enthusiasm and interest in the renewal of the activities of the Council.

At the last meeting of the Council for the scholastic year 1922 the officers for the present year were duly elected and installed. They are as follows:

President, Thomas M. J. Regan, Delta Chi (general); vice-president, Harry J. McNearney, Phi Alpha Delta (legal); secretary, James W. DeForest, Delta Sigma Pi (foreign service); treasurer, Charles B. Ackerman, Phi Alpha (general).
The Freshmen basketball team journ-yed to Emmettsburg, Md., Saturday where they were defeated 30 to 18 by the Mt. St. Mary's Preparatory in a game that was hotly contested throughout the first half. The score does not tell of the fine fight put up by the yearlings and their victory even in de-feat. O'Leary and Breslin shine in their defense, and Doolan and McFarland in the attack. In the second half the "Preps" worked the ball down the floor and shot well in their few chances. Seventeen fouls were called on the Preps from this number their opponents succeeded in annexing only 10 counters. Ersham dropped in 6 out of 10 free tries. Doolan, Shea, and Ersham played a brilli-ant game. It even came to a brother versus brother affair in the second half when E. Doolan, brother of the fresh-man star was rushed into the contest and played guard against John.

The score: G. U. 18; Mt. St. Mary's 30.


G. U. Rifle Squad OUTDOORS LAFAYETTE

Mc Cann, Guifloyo, Saffarans, and McDonough Turn in Perfect Scores.

Georgetown University's expert rifle team resumed its victorious stride last week when it defeated the strong Lafayette aggregation by a decisive count of 991 to 942. In this match firing was done only in the prone position. Each team was composed of fifteen men, and the ten highest scores counted.

A few minutes of practice in accuracy was noticeable in this match on the part of the Hilltoppers. Four "possibles" were made, while three of the riflemen followed closely with a "99" each. Captains Gerald J. C. Guifloyo, Cecil Mc Donough, "Bill" Saffarans, and Robert C. McCann were those who made perfect scores.

A beautiful large loving cup has been donated by the Washington Chamber of Commerce to the highest scorer on the rifle team for each year. An ac-count is kept each week of every man's record. At the end of the rifle season the cup, properly inscribed, will be formally awarded to the one having the highest score. The present McDonough and Saffarans are leading the aspirants for the valuable trophy, which may be seen on exhibition in the college store.

To keep and stimulate interest in the art of rifle shooting the members of the course in the office of the military department at the college have established between themselves a basis of competition for which they are likely to compete. The same method of pursuit will be employed by them as is used by the students firing for the cup donated by the local Chamber of Commerce.

The schedule of Georgetown's rifle team has been slightly rearranged. Instead of competing against the University of Vermont this week, the Blue and Gray target ridders will battle the formidable Harvard University rifle team.


M. E. Horton, Inc.
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M. E. Horton, Inc.
SUMMER CAMP OF
R. O. T. C. SELECTED
1923 Encampment to Be Held
at Camp Meade,
Maryland.

Some definite information has been
received by Major William H. Hobson,
U. S. A., Commandant of the Department
of Military Science and Tactics at
Georgetown, regarding the annual sum-
camp of the Reserve Officers Train-
ing Corps. It has been decided to have
the training place this summer at Camp
Meade, Maryland. The period when ac-
tivities will be conducted occupies the
time between June 14 and July 26, 1923.

This location should especially appeal
to Georgetown students because of its
ideal location. It is but twenty miles
from either Washington or Baltimore,
being about midway. Electric car con-
veniences are also available.

Besides the infantry outfit, of which
Georgetown students will be a part, there
will be cavalry troops, artillery corps,
and other less represented branches of
service. Camp Meade, which covers a
vast acreage, and was one of the largest
in the United States during the war,
will in all probability accommodate these
branches. Cantonment buildings, con-
ducted during the war and still in ex-
cellent condition, will in all probability
house the soldiers. However, there re-
mains a possibility of the men being or-
ered to establish themselves under can-
vass.

Most adaptable facilities exist for all
types of field training. All of the Juniors,
who are in the advanced course of the
military department, must go, as a
requirement for a commission awarded
at their graduation. But 15 per cent of
the students, either Fresh-
mans or Sophomores, are eligible to at-
tend the camp.

As a report must be submitted to the
Commandant General of this corps area
by February 7, it is essentially necessary
that a report, regarding basic students
desiring to attend, be given him on that
date. To this end Major Hobson will
require all names to be in by February 6.

FR. DOYLE LECTURES
Continued from Page 1

given. Father Doyle claimed that doc-
tors are always using auto-suggestion
to educate the state of mind in their
patients. In showing how Coue cures,
he attributed much to his wonderful per-
sonality and a great deal to the hidden
condition of the soul. He suggested that
the conditioned reflexes in psychology would
account for putting these energies into
action.

As regards quack medicines, etc., the
lecture said that the correct state of mind
is the explanation of many cures by
such medicines, hypnotism, etc. Auto-
suggestion, he explained, would be useful
in combating diseases, in education, and
in social life. In concluding, Father
Doyle attacked Dr. Grant's definition of
a university man and affirmed that we
may admit some of the Lovers' miracles
were done by auto-suggestion but cer-
tainly not all of them. He added. "Coue
and Dr. Grant are making foolish gen-
eralizations when they say that Christ
worked miracles by auto-suggestion."

"FRATS" TO BOOST ATHLETICS
Continued from Page 1

fraternities at Georgetown. The frater-
nities composing the Interfraternity
Council are fifteen, three dental, three
medical, three foreign service and six
legal, as follows: Alpha Omega, Delta
Sierra Delta, Psi Omega, Omega Unsi-
lon Phi, Phi Chi, Phi Beta Pi, Delta Phi
Emision, Delta Sigma Pi, Kappa Alpha
Phi, Gamma Eta Gamma, Tau Epsilon
Phi, Sigma Nu Phi, Phi Alpha Delta,
Phi Alpha, and Delta Chi.

The principles and purposes for which
the Council was created are in general
fourfold:

1. To promote the interests of George-
town University.

2. To promote the interests of the sev-
eral fraternities therein.

3. To insure cooperation among the
said fraternities and.

4. Between them, the University au-
thorities and the student body to the
end that the conditions of the fraternities
and the student body and their relations
with the University authorities may be
improved.

In line with its purpose to promote the
interests of the University, the Council
has secured representation on the Com-
mmittee on University Activities, and
through its organization presents to the
University a united fraternity front ac-
tive and interested in Georgetown
activities.

In order to promote the interest of the
several fraternities in the Council and to
insure cooperation among them, plans
have been formulated for holding ath-
etic events, awarding scholarships to the
fraternity having the highest scholar-
ship standing in each department of the Uni-
versity, and interfraternity social func-
tions.

The athletic program of the Council
was inaugurated on January 7 when two
basketball games were played in the
Ryan Gymnasium. Delta Chi winning
from Delta Phi Epsilon 14 to 12, and
Phi Alpha Delta defeating Delta Sigma
Pi 8 to 4.

Line-up and summary:
Delta Chi . . . . . . Delta Phi Epsilon,
Driscoll . . . . . . . . . . . Forward . . . Mitchell
O'Connor . . . . . . . . . . Forward . . . Canfield
Kelly . . . . . . . . . . . Center . . . Albrecht
Grove . . . . . . . . . . . Guard . . . . . . Ellis
Bulls Substitutions—Ellis for Kelly, Kelly
for Driscoll. Driscoll for Kelly. Ed-
ridge for Ellis. Field goals—Driscoll
(4), O'Connor, Ellis, Mitchell (2). Al-
brecht (2), Canfield. Foul goals—Dris-
coll (2), Mitchell, Albrecht.
Phi Alpha Delta . . . . . . . Delta Sigma Pi
Kessenich . . . . . . . . . . . Forward . . . Pryor
Gharrity . . . . . . . . . . . Forward . . . Attaya
Walsh . . . . . . . . . . . Center . . . Feore
O'Hearn . . . . . . . . . . . Guard . . . . . . Bjurland
McNearney . . . . . . . . . Guard . . . . . . McNear-
Substitutions—Morrisy for McNear-
ney. Field goals—Walsh (2). Gharrity
Driscoll. Foul goals—Kessenich (2).
Pryor (2).

The schedule of games in the near
future includes three games to be played
on February 4 and three on February 3,
as follows:
February 4, 1923.
Sigma Nu Phi vs. Tau Epsilon Phi.
Phi Alpha Delta vs. Psi Omega.
Phi Alpha vs. Gamma Eta Gamma.
February 11, 1923.
Delta Chi vs. Phi Chi.
Sigma Nu Phi vs. Delta Sigma Delta.
Phi Alpha Delta vs. Delta Sigma Pi.

It is also planned to organize a base-
ball team in the spring, and many ex-
citing and interesting contests are ex-
pected to be played.

The Interfraternity Council of George-
town University has been in actual op-
eration for over four months, it has re-
ceived the recognition of the University,
its success is no longer a matter of
.doubt, the purposes of its creation are
already assured, and the support it can
give to University activities toward mak-
ing a bigger and greater Georgetown
cannot be underestimated.
REVIVING INTEREST.

One of the foremost advancements made at Georgetown in recent years is the revival of interclass and Hilltop activities in general which now have assumed an important position in University life. We have always contended that in the final analysis interclass and other so-called auxiliary activities to college work form the real and only basis of that much-abused saying, "college spirit."

Things on the Hill are on a new plane, thanks to the energizing influence of several who consider the why and wherefore of a college of greater moment to the individual than the cut and dried unsavory knowledge of the text book. These adherents of Stephen Leacock's principle of founding a smoking career an enjoyable one and your later days times of satisfaction.

It was a time when F street did not smack of pleasure and amusement. Were one to take the time to review will be held and a choice made by THE HOYA. The following week the Athletic Association will select the man to he cannot fail. One possessed with the faculty of learning and applying himself diligently to their exploration. Maloney is of the type that must go ahead, that make people remark that he is the individual that tends to make the weaker on a par with a superior. Smaller colleges so-called reached the crux of power in the past two years. Maloney is typical of this status of football, and if we are to progress Maloney should be at the helm.

For this bit of wisdom seems to be very aptly connected with the present predominating power in the football realm. Modern day football is typified not so much by intersectional contests and battles before huge throngs, nor by great machine play and open field work as by the wonderful fighting spirit of the individual that tends to make the weaker on a par with a superior. Modern day football is typified not so much by intersectional contests and battles before huge throngs, nor by great machine play and open field work as by the wonderful fighting spirit of the individual that tends to make the weaker on a par with a superior. Smaller colleges so-called reached the crux of power in the past two years. Maloney is typical of this status of football, and if we are to progress Maloney should be at the helm.

The gravity of the matter makes one pause and consider the essentials of the applicant before taking a decisive step. It is almost universally agreed that a successful football coach should have a knowledge of football, and what is more, the ability to impart this knowledge, a magnetic personality and a strong arm of influence to lend authority to his dictates. Maloney's record as player and coach, his four years at quarter-back, his remarkable feat of defeating the Navy in 1919 and registering the longest punt of the year, his year as backfield coach in '21 and his remarkable Freshman team of the past fall are accomplishments that speak far more than praise. Possessed of all the necessary qualities, together with a natural love for Georgetown, Maloney would be of inestimable value to the Blue and Gray.

The drastic changes in college athletics and their present great importance in American university life demand the highest type of man as director of the physical education of a school. We feel certain that Maloney can fill the position to the satisfaction of all, that unlike Alexander he will not weep when his work is complete but will continue to go discovering new fields and applying himself diligently to their exploration. Maloney is of the type that must go ahead, that make people remark that he cannot fail. One possessed with the faculty of learning and imparting and the power that carries sanction cannot move like the squirrel in the treadmill.

The series on candidates for the position of football coach will be brought to a close next week, when a summary and review will be held and a choice made by THE HOYA. The following week the Athletic Association will select the man to direct football on the Hilltop. In the meantime, needless to say, Jackie Maloney, along with the other two men whom we have mentioned in this series before and who along with Exene once formed the famous big four, will be given the consideration of the board and, we hope, their unanimous endorsement.

REV. EDMUND A. WALSH.

The latest experience of the Rev. Professor Edmund A. Walsh, formerly of Georgetown University, is to scramble eggs over a buttery gasoline flame in a dirty third-class Russian railroad car. "Doc" Walsh, as the American Relief Administration workers call him, is taking the hard knocks along with the rest of the "boys," who are feeding ten million persons there with American food and combating disease with American medicines and hospital supplies.

Father Walsh once prepared the young men at Georgetown for diplomatic service, and now he's observing Russian life at close range. He is the Russian representative on the staff of the American Relief Association of the Catholic Welfare Council.
**With the Old Gradis**

Dr. John Foote, of Washington, M. D., '06, was elected president of the Society of American Teachers of Diseases of Children at a meeting of the society recently in St. Louis.

A newspaper business in Tampa, Fla., is engaging the active attention of Arthur Lynch, A. B. '21.

Gus Bournen, A. B. '20, is traveling for the Richard Shoe Company of Havertown, Mass. His territory includes North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Alabama.

At the annual meeting of the Rhode Island State Dental Society, to be held this week, Dr. Michael Mullaney, D. D. S. '19, Professor in the School of Dentistry, will speak on "Differentiation Between Pyorrhea and Vincent's Angina."

Representative C. H. Kenefey, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has just finished his rough draft on a bill which aims to protect farmers and shippers. This bill has caused much comment in the state newspapers and all join in applauding its purpose. Mr. Kenefey, who is a graduate of the Law School, class of '00, returns to the next state legislature from Putnam County, having been re-elected last November.

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Casey, of Scranton, Pa., announce the marriage of their daughter, Marian Eugenia, which will take place February 3. The groom is Mr. Leo Vincent Klauberg, A. B., '16.

A very glowing tribute was paid to Pasteur on the occasion of his hundredth birthday by Dr. Earnest Laplace, of Philadelphia, in a recent issue of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. Dr. Laplace, who as a young physician was a pupil of Pasteur, is a graduate of the Medical School, class of '80, and a Regent of the University.

Rev. Peter Dolan, S. J., ex-'08, has been visiting the college for several days. At present he is reviewing his Philosophical and Theological studies at Woodstock, Md.

Joseph Mckler, A. B. '20, a former editor of The Hoyra, is associated in business with his father in Tampa, Fla.

Mr. Clement Uder, graduate of the Law School, class of '98, has been appointed by the President a member of the Board of Indian Commissioners.

Dr. W. L. Bull, Professor of Shipping in the School of Foreign Service, has just been appointed vice president of the Mallory Company of New York, one of the largest shipping companies in the world.

**Two Members of One Mile Relay Team**

George Kinally

Alex Brewster

---

**NAT LUXENBERG**

**Showing at HOYA ROOM**

"Clothes For The College Man"

Conservative clothing—but space with the college tendencies of the day—in Suits, Sport Togs, Topcoats and Dinner Suits, at the consistently low prices

**$27.50** **$39.50**

Manufactured by

NAT LUXENBERG, 40 E. 14th Street, New York City

**Fourth Floor**

---
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**John Ward**

men represent the high ideals of the John Ward business as well as its appearance.

At all drug stores and student bars.
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**Vaseline Hair Tonic**

Not naturally—but it's getting higher. The first line of hair is in retreat. Bring up the "Vaseline" Hair Tonic! And how do you think the collar advertisement man got that way? "Vaseline" Hair Tonic, of course. It will lay your rebellious curls in order and set in place. "Vaseline" Hair Tonic will improve the condition of your hair as well as its appearance.
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---
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INTER-HALL GAMES
Closely Contested

Healy, Maguire, and Ryan Win Recent Games.

Following close on the heels of each other in scoring throughout the entire game, Healy came out on top in their close struggle with North by a score of 15 to 14. The fighting Healy had to work hard for their victory, as their opponents produced both players of form and teamwork. The game was a constant uphill struggle which, when the final whistle sounded, found the Healyites on top of the narrow margin of one point. The line-up and summary:

Healy. 
North.
Haas
Ersham
J. Egan
McHale
Golsen
Dailey
McKiernan
Hagerty
Shea
Perlitz
Slane

Score—Healy, 15; North, 14. Field goals—Haas, Ersham, J. Egan, McHale, Golsen, Smith, Malley, Muckerman. Foul goals—Haas, 1 out of 5; Ersham, 2 out of 3; McDonough, 2 out of 2; Harvey, 1 out of 2; Muckerman, 7 out of 15. Substitutions—Healy, Marr for Haas; North, Harvey for Ersham; North, Harvey for J. Egan; Malley for McHale; Malley for Golsen; Smith, Malley, Muckerman. Foul goals—McKiernan (2), Reynolds (2), Hagerty (2), Shea, Metzger. Foul goals—Metzger, 3 out of 6; Shea, 2 out of 3; Muckerman, 7 out of 13. Substitutions—McKiernan for McKiernan; Sauter for Dailey; Shea for McHale; Shea for Muckerman. Referee—Donovan. Umpire—Murphy. Time of halves—30 minutes.

The Blimp made its appearance on the basketball court in a good defensive showing against the Maguirites, but went down to defeat by a score of 22 to 16. Real fight was ever prominent throughout the entire game, and the Blimp boys showed themselves able marksmen, even if it cost them a defeat. The Maguirites showed up well with their usual form and fast floor work. The line-up and summary:

Maguire
Blimp
Slane
Mulledy
Reynolds
McKiernan
Hagerty
Sheehan
Lawless
McGowan
Muckerman

Score—Maguire, 22; Blimp, 16. Field goals—Briskey (2), Slane (4), Mulledy (3), Murphy (3), Murphy (2), Prieto, Bagley, Steiger. Foul goals—Slane, 4 out of 10; Prieto, 5 out of 7; Brussels, 1 out of 2. Substitutions—McAdams for Fleming, Krempel for Steiger, Referee—Donovan. Umpire—Korte. Time of halves—20 minutes.

The Maguirites went down to defeat at the hands of the Ryan team in a closely contested battle, by the narrow margin of 16 to 15. The game was a constant scene of action throughout, both teams deserving due credit for their excellent team work and shooting. Slane showed up well for the Maguire team. The line-up and summary:

Ryan
Maguire
Dailey
McKiernan
De Raismes
Hagerty
McGowan
Slane

Score—Ryan, 19; Mulledy, 5. Field goals—McKiernan (2), Reynolds (2), Hagerty (2), Shea, Metzger. Foul goals—Metzger, 3 out of 6; Shea, 2 out of 3; Muckerman, 7 out of 13; Shea, 2 out of 3. Substitutions—Mulledy, Metzger for Friday, Dan for Reinsel, Foley for Lawless, Hitchcock for Barry, Lauglin for Hitchcock; Ryan, Reynolds for McKiernan, Sauter for Dailey, Shea for De Raisms, Sullivan for Hagerty, Minahan for Sullivan, Deslauries for Mehan. Referee—Forte. Umpire—Donovan.

The Ryan basketball tossers showed themselves to be masters of the court when they defeated the strong Mulledy opponents by a score of 19 to 5. The game was one of fast team work, featured by the good shooting of the Ryanites and quick floor play of the hard-fighting Mulledy boys. The line-up and summary:

Mulledy.
Ryan.

Friday
Reinsel
Dailey
Lawless
Center
Sheehan
R.G.
Hagerty
Barry
L.G.
McGowan

Score—Ryan, 19; Mulledy, 5. Field goals—McKiernan (2), Reynolds (2), Hagerty (2), Shea, Metzger. Foul goals—Metzger, 3 out of 6; Shea, 2 out of 3; Muckerman, 7 out of 13; Shea, 2 out of 3. Substitutions—Mulledy, Metzger for Friday, Dan for Reinsel, Foley for Lawless, Hitchcock for Barry, Lauglin for Hitchcock; Ryan, Reynolds for McKiernan, Sauter for Dailey, Shea for De Raism, Sullivan for Hagerty, Minahan for Sullivan, Deslauries for Melen. Referee—Forte. Umpire—Donovan.

STANDING.

Won
Lost
P.C.

Maguire
2
1
.667

Ryan
2
1
.667

North
1
1
.500

“North 4”
1
1
.500

Mulledy
1
1
.500

LEADING SCORERS.

Field
Foul
Total
Goals.
Goals.
Points.

Slane—Maguire
7
3
30

Metzger—Mulledy
6
8
20

O’Byrne—North
2
9
13

Dailey—Ryan
4
3
15

Muckerman—North
2
7
11

THE MODE

College Clothes for College Men—cut the way they like—made the way we make them

Eleventh and F Streets

University Cafe
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FRESHMEN ORGANIZE LITERARY SOCIETY

Cyril Clemens Elected President of New Body.

Last Friday afternoon at 5:30 P.M. the newly organized Freshman Literary Society, created under the leadership of Cyril C. Clemens, held its first official meeting in the room of the Philodemic Debating Society. The purpose for which this organization was formed is the "development of an interest, among those enrolled, for the higher types of literature and more intimate acquaintance with worthwhile authors."

The initial intention of the society was to hold a weekly meeting on Friday afternoon. Since that time, Monday has been chosen as a more favorable day. A constitution has been drawn up and officers have been elected.

Those who will be in charge for the current year are: Cyril C. Clemens, president; Frank N. Bowen, vice president; William C. Smith, secretary; Andrew M. Conneen, treasurer; Harold J. Egan, sergeant at arms.

At each meeting a previously designated group will give an instructive and interesting talk on matters of importance to the society. In the near future Rev. Thomas I. Gasson, S.J., Professor of English Literature at the college, has promised to give a talk on "Mark Twain—His Life and Works."

Rev. William T. Tallon, S.J., Dean of the college, addressed the body at its opening gathering. The topic of his discourse was "Literature." In part, the reverend lecturer quoted Cardinal Newman—"The strength of language consists in laying hold of the roots of words." Father Tallon continued by suggesting that all the members write down daily a new thought that occurs to them. Also the necessity for the cultivation of originality was strongly stressed by him.

A list of the charter members follows:


They Weighed Air—and Charles II Laughed

SAMUEL PEPYS says in his diary that Charles II, for all his interest in the Royal Society, laughed uproariously at its members "for spending their time only in weighing of air and doing nothing else since they sat."

This helps to explain why Charles has come down to us as the "merry monarch."

The Royal Society was engaged in important research. It was trying to substitute facts for the meaningless phrase "nature abhors a vacuum," which had long served to explain why water rushes into a syringe—the commonest form of pump—when the piston is pulled out.

Denis Papin had as much to do as anyone with these laughable activities of the Royal Society. Papin turned up in London one day with a cylinder in which a piston could slide. He boiled water in the cylinder. The steam generated pushed the piston out. When the flame was removed, the steam condensed. A vacuum was formed and the weight of the outer air forced the unresisting piston in.

Out of these researches eventually came the steam engine.

London talked of the scandalous life that King Charles led, and paid scant attention to such physicists as Papin, whose work did so much to change the whole character of industry.

The study of air and air pumps has been continued in spite of Charles's laughter. In the General Electric Company's Research Laboratories, for instance, pumps have been developed which will exhaust all but the last ten-billionth of an atmosphere in a vessel. This achievement marks the beginning of a new kind of chemistry—a chemistry that concerns itself with the effect of forces on matter in the absence of air, a chemistry that has already enriched the world with invaluable improvements in illumination, radio communication, and roentgenology.
“ORDNANCE” SUBJECT OF R. O. T. C. LECTURE

Major Russell L. Maxwell Gives Second of Series in Gaston Hall.

Major Russell L. Maxwell, from the office of the Chief of Ordnance, delivered the second of a series of R. O. T. C. lectures which are held in Gaston Hall Thursday afternoons during the winter term. The subject matter of the talk was “Ordnance and Gunnery.” Accompanying the discourse were several instructive slides and interesting motion pictures, all of which directly pertained to ordnance and gunnery.

In opening his lecture, Major Maxwell quoted an excerpt from Maj. Gen. C. C. Williams’ recent address at the War College regarding the necessity of having a well-equipped branch of ordnance.

The five groups into which this department is divided was then briefly taken up, as the importance of manufacturing service, duties of arsenals and field service, commonly called the sales department.

Probably one of the greatest problems confronting, not only the ordnance branch, but the whole United States Army, is the ammunition problem. Maj. Gen. Edward F. McLaughlin, a veteran of the First Army, A. E. F., is emphatic in stating that a gun is “not a gun” without ammunition. The loss of rounds through dampness, shells without fuses and improperly made shells are all detrimental and often times fatal to an army’s progress. General McLaughlin says, “Through the medium of ammunition the strength of one country is put in enemy countries. To this end it was stated that the Ordnance Department is constantly studying different designs and makes of shells and the like. A picture showing the making of a .75 mm. shell, the increased range, and the evolution of a 6-inch projectile followed.

The lecture closed with a detailed account of the functioning of a “War Loading Plant,” wherein the making and careful inspection of shells takes place.

Choice of a Career

From the Yale News

THE NINETY-FOUR

Someone, probably an insurance agent, was quoted recently as saying that from the mass of one hundred college graduates one individual only rose to the Polo and butler class, perilously near the top of the financial ladder. Five others became comfortably off and found themselves after twenty years at the small yacht and chauffeur stage. The other ninety-four presumably congregate in the great section of the American people who drive their own Bucs to the golf club. In other words, dreaming about being a rich man is one thing, and making the grade is “something else again.”

Yet the ninety-four presumably work just as hard as the sumptuous six. Their business is the axis on which a small and uninteresting world revolves. They have become devotees of the dollar and when that fickle deity deserts, have nowhere else to turn. Jammed in a dull, straight rut of business they can never leave the road and jump the fence into finer fields of life. This, then, is the portion of ninety-four men out of every hundred now on the campus. The answer to the problem lies in the proper choice of a career.

Between now and Commencement we shall have something to offer on the subject of “Careers.” Watch for the space with the Famous Signature.